She **shut** the door and locked it.

- allow someone to pass through or to go inside
- to close by moving something that covers an opening

The loud thunder **jolted** me awake.

- to shake up or cause to move
- to rest while doing nothing

Keep your room **neat** and tidy.

- clean and in proper order
- complete confusion or disorder

The pirates boarded the **ship**.

- a light vehicle with two wheels, a small seat, and handlebars for steering
- a large vessel built to carry people long distances through deep water
Read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using cross sentence clues. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| She **shut** the door and locked it.                                       | ○ allow someone to pass through or to go inside  
○ to close by moving something that covers an opening                           |
| The loud thunder **jolted** me awake.                                     | ○ to shake up or cause to move  
○ to rest while doing nothing                                                    |
| Keep your room **neat** and tidy.                                         | ○ clean and in proper order  
○ complete confusion or disorder                                                 |
| The pirates boarded the **ship**.                                         | ○ a light vehicle with two wheels, a small seat, and handlebars for steering  
○ a large vessel built to carry people long distances through deep water      |